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09/07/12 — Zatun is one of the reputed and popular 3D modelling companies. It is totally
engaged into wide range of gamer demographics. It understands game development and
3D modeling animation and can create hard-core shooters to addictive word games.

Zatun is a well-known 3d modeling company in India. It is totally engaged into developing

comprehensive range of 3D modeling for character and games. The professional team at Zatun
understands the whole game development process and can create game art and develop
interesting 3D modeling for character and games.
To gain more knowledge about modeling in 3D offered by this company, customers can anytime
take a trip to http://zatun.com. Customers can browse through its latest collection of game
projects, 3D studio max models, awards, clients and get in touch with the company. “We combine
years of experience of our professionally trained game development experts,” said the
spokesperson. “Our 3D modeling animation studio helps customers to create the virtual world of
games by making use of our 3D animation skills.”
The animation required in developing games is completely different from the animation
developed for TV, films or websites. In developing different video games, 3D animation is
needed. This type of animation breathes life into 3D game models and 3D max models. Zatun
offers its customers with realistic creation for in-game 3D character modelling animation to
transform it into an active game. View our game art portfolio of 3d characters, 3d objects, 3d
environments, 3d vehicles & weapons .
Nowadays, one can find several 3D companies and 3D modeling companies in the market. With
several companies in the market, it can become difficult task for the customers to find the best
one for their needs and as per their budget limit. Always prefer for the company that provides the
best service at affordable rates and gives customer’s requirement, the topmost priority.

At Zatun, their professional team adapts to the customer’s game development needs and not
vice-versa. They work as per customer’s requirements and deliver the best elements, required for
the project. From the single art piece to complete developed 3ds modeling for games, Zatun is
customer’s partner in designing game, developing it and deploying it. This company can be

considered as one stop solution for varied game development needs. It believes in offering
customers with the best designs that help them to develop well-made video games, 3D studio
max models and 3D characters models.
The 3D modeling services offered by this company are 3D low poly modeling, 3D high poly
modeling, 3D character modeling, high quality 3D models and lot more. To keep the customers’
video game development project cost low, this company provides them with affordable game art
solutions. It offers the option of hiring 3D modeler or 3D artist either for per hour/per day or per
month as per the needs of customer’s project.
The seamless endeavor to exceed the set standards enables this company to provide high
image quality of perfect resolution that can outline visible flawlessness and geometrical
symmetry. They offer free consultation and collaboration to customers throughout their project’s
design and development phase in order to deliver the expected results. Customers can take a
look at the samples of Zatun games by browsing the website of this company. To get more
details about outsource 3D modelling, 3D modelling for games, 3D model animation or to
discuss project, customers can feel free to contact anytime, simply by taking a quick trip to
http://zatun.com/contact-us/our-contact/.
About us
Zatun, a well-known and reputed 3D game studio in India has been making its presence felt in
the world of game development since 2007. The professional team at Zatun does more than just
developing graphics and 3D modelling for character and games. They believe in turning fantasy
into reality and do this with their 3D modelling animation.
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Zatun has managed to build up strong relationships with the offshore and local clients because of
its cutting edge expertise in technological advancement in the gaming industry. For more details
about Zatun please do kindly visit our website at http://zatun.com/
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